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Second order equations for fermions are investigated on the basis of the Lagrangian for
malism. It is shown that an additional degree of freedom of the particles is due to two orien
tations of an imaginary electric dipole moment, which, however, may have a real radiation 
correction. 

SECOND order equations for spinor wave func
tions have been proposed by Feynman and Gell
Mann1 and have been discussed in different connec
tions in a series of papers.2- 4 The present paper 
is devoted to the quantization of a spinor field 
satisfying a second order equation and to the inter
pretation of the additional degree of freedom. 

Let the field be described by the spinor l{J ( x) 
with the usual transformation properties. Then 
we can write the Lagrangian which leads to the 
Klein-Gordon equation in the following form: 

(1) 

(2) 

On introducing the interaction with the electromag
netic field by means of the substitution a11 - a11 
- ieA11 , we can obtain the Lagra~~ian which leads 
to the equation of Feynman and Gell-Mann (pro
vided that Y51/l = l{J). 

For the time being we restrict ourselves to the 
discussion of the free field and calculate the dy
namical variables in accordance with the usual 
rules: 
the energy-momentum tensor 

1()~ ii<jl 1()~ i)<jl 
T !-L" = max I PIP. ax+ max I !LIP ax- oi.f.VL (3a) 

p v v p 

(3b) 

and the spin angular momentum tensor 

+ b""A (p) V (p) efPx]. (4) 

Following the idea of Feynman and Gell-Mann we 
choose the basis spinors uA. ( p) and vA. ( p) to be 
the eigenfunctions of the projection operators 
Y2(1 ±y5) and x(l ±Up) (here Up =ot>/p): 

1/4(1 +is)(! +crp)u1 (p)=u1 (p), 

1/4(1 +Is)(!+ crp)v1 (p) = v1 (p), 
1/4 (1 +is) (1- crp) u2 (p) = u2 (p), 

1/4(1 + j 5)(1-crp)v2(p) = v2(p), 
1/4(1-ls)(l + crp)u3 (p) = u3 (p), 

1/4 (1 -15) (1 + crp) v3 (p) = v3 (p), 
1/4(1-ls)(l -crp)u4(p) = u4 (p), 

1 j 4 (1 -j5)(1 - op) v4 (p) = v4 (p). (5) 

If we assume that the operation of strong reflec
tion of a spinor is carried out by means of the 
matrix iy5, then the following relation must hold 

The spinors uA. ( p) and vA. ( p) can be expressed 
in terms of uA. ( 0) and vA. ( 0 ) by means of the 
Lorentz transformation matrix: 

u;~.(p) = 

v;~.(p) = 

Ep+p+m+ (Ep+p-m)lsap u)..(O), 
2Jf m(Ep + p) 

EP + p + m + (Ep + p- m) 15 ap v'- (O). 
2 }I m (Ep + p) 

(7) 

S iT ii<ji i iJ<ji ,1, 
),. :.tv= 2m CjJO:.tvl)..jp 7fX- 2m ax lPl)..Op.v'f 

p p 

Formulas (5)- (7) enable us to obtain the relations 
(3c) for normalization, orthogonality and summation 

over the index A.: 
We note that So,oi "' 0 ( i = 1, 2, 3 ), while in the 

theory based on the Dirac equation So,oi = 0. 
We now write l{J (x) in the form of a superposi

tion of plane waves: 

240 

u11- (p) u'-H (p) =moiL;~., v" (p) v'-+2 (p) = - mf!IL,.; (Sa) 
4 4 

.2; u'-(p)u'-+2(p)=m/, .2; v'-(p)v1-+2(p)=-ml; 
A=l (8b) 
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~ u"A (p) a"A (p) = p, 
A=l 

~ v"A (p) v"A (p) = p. 
"A=l (Sc) 

Here and later the index A. + 2 is equal to 1 and 2 
for A. equal to 3 and 4. 

We now consider the quantization of the free 
spinor field. From the canonical commutation re
lations it follows that 

[<ji. (x), rh (y)]+ =- miOaf3D (x- y), 

These relations hold if 

a"A-t-2 (p) a•v. (q) + a*P. (q) a"A-f-2 (p) 
= b)+2 (p) b*P. (q) + b*v. (q) b'-+2 (p) = 01-v.o (p- q) 

and all the other anticommutators are equal to 
zero. 

(9) 

(10) 

As may be seen from (10) the asterisks on the 
operators cannot denote Hermitian conjugation and, 
therefore, the norm of the state amplitude w de
fined simply by "W*"W will not be positive definite. 
However, the operator 1J which has the properties 

1'] = TJ*, 1]2 = I, T]a'- (p) TJ = a"A-f-2 (p), 

T]b'-(p)TJ = bi--f-2 (p), 1]'¥0 = '¥0 , (11) 

generates a positive definite metric in Hilbert 
space of the state amplitudes: wry"W > 0; the ob
servable quantities correspond to self-adjoint op
erators which now satisfy the condition A= 1J*A*1J. 

The operators for the energy-momentum, the 
charge, and the spin pseudovector are self-adjoint, 
as can be shown by utilizing relations (3), (4) and 
(Sa). But the single particle states are also char
acterized by the imaginary eigenvalues ( ±i/2) of 
the component along the direction of motion of the 
polar vector Soi = J So,oidx. This vector may be 

called the polar spin; with it is associated an imag
inary dipole moment of the particle, which, how
ever, may have a real radiation correction (if 
there exist interactions which are not invariant 
with respect to the combined inversion). 

The Lagrangian for the interaction with the 
electromagnetic field has the form 

L' = ~ C'P aO: - Z '~') Ap. - - 2~ IP~p.v\jlFp + ~ ,pp)ji\jl. 
[J. [J. (12) 

By following the rules for constructing the scat
tering matrix in the case of derivative coupling, 5 

one can prove the unitarity of the S matrix and 
carry out calculations for specific effects. In 
spite of its peculiar form which is close to the 
electrodynamics of scalar particles, the theory 
leads to the usual results. In Brown's paper2 

dealing with the Compton effect the approach to 
the problem is equivalent to ours if we assume 
that in nature there exist states corresponding 
only to "right-handed" (or "left-handed") par
ticles. This assumption is not necessary; it may 
be shown (for example by considering M¢>ller 
scattering) that the Pauli exclusion principle ap
plies, as before, to states for which only the real 
quantum numbers coincide. 
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